73rd Independence Day, 2019 Celebration in PDIL

Projects & Development India Ltd (PDIL), a Mini Ratna Category-I Engineering-Consultancy PSU under Deptt. of Fertilizers (DOF), Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers, Government of India, celebrated Nation’s 73rd Independence Day on 15th August, 2019 at its Corporate Office at Noida with patriotic fervour.

The event began with hoisting of the National Flag by PDIL Director (Finance), Sh DS Sudhakar Ramaiah. He read out the address of PDIL CMD, Sh Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma (IAS) to the Employees of PDIL for the Occasion wherein CMD paid tributes to the Martyrs of our Nation and greeted PDIL Employees & their families. CMD expressed happiness and congratulated the Employees on PDIL achieving highest ever Turnover of ₹131.50 crore, highest ever Revenue from Operations of ₹116.50 crore, highest ever Profit after Tax (PAT) of ₹30.36 crore and declaring highest ever Dividend to Govt. of India of ₹11.80 crore in the previous financial (2018-19) and possibility of PDIL obtaining “Very Good” MoU Rating for 2018-19. CMD exhorted the Employees to work whole heartedly and laid emphasis to make high quality, zero error and timeliness, part of their work culture. CMD stated that under the leadership of Hon’ble Prime Minister, Government of India has taken the historic decision to revamp the closed Fertilizer Projects at Gorakhpur, Sindri, Barauni and Talcher for which PDIL is providing PMC Services and that there are good chances of PDIL getting Order of PMC Services for Talcher Fertiliser Project as well which will further improve profitability in coming years.

The event was attended by Senior Officers, Employees of PDIL and their families.

PDIL’s Vadodara and Sindri Offices also celebrated the Independence Day with vigor & enthusiasm.
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